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Library Analytics: Shaping the Future —  
The Future of Libraries is Analytics
Column Editors:  John McDonald  (EBSCO Information Services)  <johnmcdonald@ebsco.com>
and Kathleen McEvoy  (EBSCO Information Services)  <k.mcevoy@ebsco.com>
Among all the areas of intense research and excitement in libraries right now, library data analytics ranks at or near 
the top.  Research into collections usage, 
space utilization, information literacy, research 
indicators, and all manner of return on invest-
ment (ROI) measures are being collected and 
analyzed so librarians and their libraries can 
quantify their value and contribution to the 
institution’s mission — usually in the form of 
student learning outcomes or faculty research 
productivity.  Data and analytics are such hot 
topics that the word ”data” ranked fifth in a 
word cloud of the 2016 Charleston Confer-
ence program, just behind Library, Libraries, 
Charleston, and Collection(s).  “Usage,” 
“analysis,” and “assessment” also ranked in 
the top 50 words for the conference. 
So not only is the future of librar-
ies, analytics, but it is also the 
present as well! 
It no longer goes without 
question that libraries are a 
positive benefit to the university 
or institution.  In general, yes, 
most reasonable academics and 
administrators know implicitly 
that the library and all of its 
systems, services, and collec-
tions contribute positively to 
the research and teaching of 
the institution.  But in an era of 
big data and analytics across all 
industries and across all units of the 
university, quantifying exactly what 
that contribution is to the university’s 
success and what exactly a library does that 
can be enhanced with further resources is a 
question that we are much closer to answer-
ing.  The future health of libraries will be 
determined by analytical assessment in myriad 
ways — libraries that are able to tell their own 
stories within the context of the institution will 
be able to explain how they are contributing 
to the mission, how resources are being pru-
dently managed, and will be able to advocate 
for increased resources.  Analytics can show 
how well libraries are doing and what they 
can do better, or even what they are not doing 
well and how they can improve.  As Oakleaf, 
Walter, and Brown pointed out in their recent 
article The Academic Library and the Promise 
of NGDLE, “This burgeoning research stream 
is building a picture of the role that student 
engagement in library services and resources 
plays in helping students learn, persist, and 
graduate.”1
While funding and resource allocation 
remains a primary motivating force for many 
librarians, being able to indicate how a vari-
ety of collaborations or interactions (between 
students and faculty and the library) provide 
benefits to the research and learning enterprise 
is extremely important.  The pace of change 
for libraries has accelerated the price paid 
by libraries who can’t tell their stories with 
evidence.  The stakes have never been higher. 
And that’s what led us to propose an ongoing 
column for Against the Grain centered on 
Data & Analytics. 
Multiple library assessment conferences are 
held in both the United States and worldwide 
regularly and many other regional library 
meetings have a partial or total focus on a 
variety of assessment topics, including content 
usage, services and performance metrics, and 
learning outcomes.  Major projects focusing 
on assessment and analytics have happened 
in recent years or are near completion.  To 
highlight a few from around the globe, there 
was the Library Impact Data Project from the 
University of Huddersfield in the United 
Kingdom, the Library Cube project from the 
University of Wollongong, the University 
of Minnesota’s Library Data and Student 
Success project, and the ACRL Academic 
Library Impact on Student Learning and Suc-
cess project and reports.  The Library Impact 
Data Project sought to examine the correlation 
between library usage and degree attainment 
among institutions in the United Kingdom 
and found that “the project has successfully 
demonstrated that there is a statistically signif-
icant relationship between student attainment 
and two of the indicators — e-resources use 
and book borrowing statistics — and that this 
relationship has been shown to be true across 
all eight partners in the project that provided 
data for these indicators.”2  The Library Cube 
Project was an initiative by the University of 
Wollongong in Australia to build a database 
with collecting and reporting functionality to 
analysis library usage and student performance. 
Authors Cox and Jantti found that “There is a 
strong relationship between the average marks 
for each level of resource usage and student 
marks, and (with a few notable exceptions), 
this relationship holds for many views of the 
data.”3  The Library Data and Student Success 
project at the University of Minnesota, has 
found quantitative evidence that library service 
and collections usage contribute positively to 
student degree complete, student retention, and 
first year student success.4  ACRL’s newest 
report, Academic Library Impact on Student 
Learning and Success, highlights over 50 
studies during the 3rd and 4th project years 
of their Assessment in Action program, and 
concludes that students benefit from library 
instruction in their initial coursework, library 
use increases student success, collaborative ac-
ademic programs and services involving 
the library enhance student learning, 
information literacy instruction 
strengthens general education 
outcomes, and library research 
consultations boost student 
learning.5 
One key theme running 
through all these projects (and 
additional individual research 
projects at various libraries) 
is the fact that librarians have 
more granular ways to collect 
data now, some tools to analyze 
it, and more analytical skills 
to understand it.  Formerly, 
processes to count usage were 
frequently manual and even when 
information systems like traditional 
library OPACs and then ILS systems were 
involved, those systems had less than opti-
mal processes for querying, displaying and 
extracting data and fewer good processes for 
analysis and display of data.  Even today, the 
current state of library information systems 
continues to perpetuate a siloed, fragmented, 
and scattered approach to reporting data.  At 
a recent meeting one author attended, a group 
of twenty librarians unanimously confirmed 
that their current workflows always include 
extracting data to Microsoft Excel to manage, 
manipulate, and graph data.  Even when librar-
ians have access to and the skills to leverage 
advanced tools like Tableau, they still must 
extract data from disparate library systems, 
sometimes even logged manually, in order to 
import it into these advanced tools.
Our goal for this column is to introduce a 
new data-centered analytics topic in each issue 
and highlight current research on the topic.  The 
following general themes will be explored in 
forthcoming columns — collections usage and 
business models, open access and open educa-
tional resources usage, eBook usage and anal-
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ysis, article level metrics and altmetrics, stan-
dards development, and tools and visualization 
techniques.  We believe analytics will have a 
tremendous impact on the future of libraries 
and we believe the data is there to support the 
impact libraries can have on student outcomes 
and faculty research.  By highlighting current 
issues and focusing on the role analytics can 
play in resolving and innovating around these 
issues, we believe libraries are well-positioned 
to posit solutions to the challenges we face and 
create a future that is data-driven and expands 
the role of libraries and librarians.  
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There was a retirement party for 
Chuck Hamaker at UNC-Charlotte 
a few weeks ago.  I was so sorry I 
couldn’t attend.  But what a great pic-
ture of Chuck with his Emeritus Cer-
tificate to memorialize the occasion! 
Plus we will see him in Charleston at 
the Charlotte Initiative Symposium.
www.2017charlestonlibraryconference.
sched.org/
Speaking of missing things, we were sorry not to be at the Frankfurt 
Book Fair where Springer Nature’s Bookmetrix was launched.  Book-
metrix is a platform that brings together citations, downloads and altmetrics 
for books and chapters, and is extending its scope by providing insights 
into the reach and impact of Springer Nature’s various eBook collections. 
springernature.com
We are about out of gas but we saved the best for last!!!  Carol 
Apollo is helping with social media for ATG and with podcasts.  Carol 
used to live in Gilbert near where Leah is based but she has recently moved 
back up north.  However, Carol will be at the Charleston Conference! 
She will also be helping with the podcast at the conference in the Gail-
lard Center lobby as well as recording takeaways and comments from 
Charleston Conference attendees!  http://atgthepodcast.libsyn.com/pod-
cast/atgthepodcast-039-libraries-and-social-media-with-carol-apollo  
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